Dear friends,

There are going to be some important planetary changes and configurations in the coming months which could result in some significant effects around the world.

**The Planets tell their story –**

**Physical and Financial World crisis ahead:**

As of today, July 9, 2015, the planets are as follows:

- Sun, Mercury and Mars in Gemini,
- Moon in Pisces, Venus in Leo,
- Jupiter in Cancer, Saturn in Scorpio,
- Rahu in Virgo and Ketu in Pisces.

The first significant change will be on July 14th, when Jupiter moves into Leo. There will be a big electromagnetic wave change as there will also be a New Moon on July 16th. The Sun will enter Cancer with Moon. Then Mercury will move into Cancer on July 20th and then Mars will also move into Cancer on July 30th.

Thus July 15th to July 17th will be a very energy changing time on Earth. In the coming times, there could be huge floods, fires, explosions, earthquakes and even attacks or war situations.

These difficult aspects continue in the month of August and September. Mars will move into Leo on September 14th as Venus too, will join Mars on October 1st. There would be relief only after November 3rd.

Around August 12th and then September 12th will be some dangerous combinations. The effects could start a couple of days earlier and could last for a couple of day later.

The year 2015 is the year of some major calamities or major changes on Earth. This is the year of Saturn, the planet of punishments! $2+0+1+5 = 8$. The number 8 is the number of Saturn, which generally brings destruction.
Predictions for the world

These coming times are not going to be good for America and India. The economy will get hard hit and many businesses will fail. The health industry will also get affected.

Many other countries will also face challenges. Both, the Wall (China) and the Wall Street will face severe challenges. A time of crisis and prices!

India

For India, these planetary aspects will affect storms, floods, war or terrorist situations. There may be earthquakes, marine and military infiltrations or accidents and danger from neighboring countries. Some aircrafts may crash. The government will also face numerous problems. Prime Minister Narendra Modi was born on September 17th, 1950 and this will not be a happy birthday for him. He will be facing many challenges from Mid July until end of October.

America

President Barack Obama will have a real hard time balancing between his office and home situations. He may be susceptible to accidents or blood related issues. The United States of America will be entering into major changing times which will not be so good anymore. As per the American independence chart, USA will start the major period of Rahu from October 2015, which will continue for the next 18 years. There may be some serious health related problem that will plague the country. Some new mysterious diseases will affect the country for which there may be no cure. Major communication systems may fail or satellites may get corrupted / damaged and many important data will be lost. (A snake from the swamps awaiting to strike)

I feel that the USA will incur more debts and will never be able to repay the 15 Trillion dollar deficit. The value of US dollar will decline and the economy will fail. After January 2017 and until February 2020, USA will face many hardships. From March 2019 until February 2020, there will be total disaster. Instead of wasting Trillions of dollars on NASA, the America should be saving their money for the impending NASHA. The word Nasha in Sanskrit and Hindi means destruction.

Other countries

Many other countries around the world will be affected too. This will be a whole world situation and there will be major calamities all over. Over the waters and over lands, in the skies and under waters, there will be chaos. And yes, this will change the geography of the world. They say that whenever such a great calamity time befalls on Earth, it is an indication of a new age, a new world order. It is also written in the scriptures that in times like this God manifests on Earth and saves the world. Let’s all pray for Him to save the world and stop all the expected disasters. Yes, He can do it, as He has done in the past. His divine grace and presence can instantly halt every disaster and by a mere wave of His hand, and His smile can create a new world, a lovely world.

Predictions for Individuals

Now for the individual Moon signs:

Aries: Those who are born under the Moon sign of Aries should be careful while traveling, watch over their children and digestive systems. Siblings could be a cause of disturbances and personal relationships could not be so good. But some great new opportunities are about to come in their lives which would be very good. Those in the medical field will do very well.
**Taurus:** Taurus Moon signs may experience health issues around the mouth, teeth or throat areas. They should watch out for allergies and heat related problems. The overall family will not be feeling too good during this month. It is better to keep low and not do anything adventurous or new.

**Gemini:** Those with Moon in Gemini are actually going to be quite all right. They will be full of vigor and energy and will be pretty active in their work area and social life. They will not be affected in any negative manner.

**Cancer:** Cancer Moon signs may have to travel and may have stress, sleeplessness and anxiety. Or they may overtire themselves; therefore they should take it easy and give themselves some space between work and home atmosphere.

**Leo:** Those who have Moon in Leo are generally under the Saturn’s influence and would be a bit down emotionally. The home atmosphere may not be too harmonious and they could have concerns about children. Women could experience problems in their reproductive systems. The coming month of August could be more stressful and therefore they should be calm and strong. I would advise them to wear a Moonstone and an Amethyst and pray every Saturday morning and be vegetarian on Saturdays. This could filter out many stressful conditions.

**Virgo:** Virgo Moons could be facing some tussle and ruffle at their work area and may experience some flak from their bosses. But this is only for 1 month and after that things will cool down. But as a result of this stress, their digestive system could get affected. They should take good nutritious foods and be mostly vegetarian.

**Libra:** Libra Moon signs are in the last leg of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and they could have concerns about home situation and about mother. But after mid-August, things will be better and business/work will improve also. Libra Moons should also pray every Saturday and be vegetarian on Saturdays.

**Scorpio:** The Moon becomes debilitated in Scorpio and the Scorpio Moon signs are undergoing the peak of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn. They should check their blood circulatory systems, digestive system, urinary tract and excretory system. Women may experience some trouble in their menstrual cycles and acidity. All they need is proper diet, timely food, and some natural supplements to regulate these problems. Things will smoothen out after 1 month. Scorpio signs should also wear a natural Pearl of about 10 to 12 carats in weight, set I silver and maybe wear a copper bangle to counter their health issues. They should also do prayers on Saturday mornings and be strictly vegetarian.

**Sagittarius:** For these Moon signs, they could expect some disturbance in their personal life, marriage or relationships. Their fathers could also experience some difficulty or danger. This will also depend on the father’s horoscope. But generally, family life would be rough for this month and until the middle of August. Sagittarius Moon signs are also in the first leg of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn. It would be a good idea for them to do some mantras or prayers on Tuesday mornings and be vegetarian on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

**Capricorn:** Capricorn signs should stay clear of any litigation and should not take any loans. They are likely to have troubles from their relatives and can be liable for court cases, litigation and some serious health issues. Heart patients should take all precautions and they should avoid any altercations with their spouses.
Aquarius: These Moon signs are generally going to be fine and do well in their careers and businesses. However they should guard against stomach problems, acidity, alterations, and should control their tempers. They are likely to have some disputes/differences with their spouses.

Pisces: Pisces Moon signs are in for some re-locations and changes in their lives. Some may be getting new jobs, and some start new business and new partnerships. However, they should be careful while driving or when traveling in any public transportation. This month between mid-July to mid-August is going to be very good for them.

The predictions for all 12 zodiac signs are just general. Actual and deeper predictions can only be made after studying the birth horoscope of the individual.

*All the above predictions are on basis of the Moon sign alone. The results may vary depending on how all other planets are positioned in your horoscope.

I would like to write about the Saturday prayers. One should do prayers every Saturday morning, after bath or washing up before eating anything. Each one must follow their own faith, as God only understands the language of the heart. So from the deepest of your hearts, pray to God to protect you from the negative energy of the planet Saturn and as a resolve, for balancing of karma, you should be strictly vegetarian every Saturday. As per the Hindu calendar, the day starts from sunrise and ends on the sunrise the next day. You may have milk, cheese or butter. But should not have eggs, fish, chicken or meat and no alcohol. This is a spiritual remedy to balance bad karma.
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